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About the ProgrammeAn organization’s growth will depend on whether its focus is on product qualityor process quality? A product is a function of various processes through whichthe product is coming out. Variation is an integral part of a process and managingthis variation and reducing it tantamount to quality management. A person applyingQuality Management (QM) principles also goes through personal transformationas managing variation is a way of l ife. It involves three important things:measurement of variation, assessment of the reasons for this variation, andreducing variation.This programme will give a firsthand experience to a participant to calculate thecosts involved owing to poor quality of a product or a service. This in turn willmotivate him/her to reduce that to enhance competitiveness.
ObjectivesBy the end of this programme, the participants will be able to:
 Describe Quality Management Systems
 Recognise the Value of Total Quality Management
 Practice Quality Assurance and Control
 Measure Quality and Make Improvements
 Apply Quality Management Tools and Techniques
Benefits of the ProgrammeThe participants will realize the importance of reducing variation in a process toremain competitive. They will learn tools and techniques to measure variationand reduce it continuously. The investment made on a participant could berecovered by improved working in less than a week. It will lead to a paradigmshift in the way a participant works in an organization. After attending thisprogramme, the participant will focus on management of process quality.
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PedagogyInteractive sessions, case discussion of organisations that have gained fromapplying QM Principles, practice of initiating QM system in an organization
Who Should AttendQuality management is a discipline for ensuring that organizational processes,procedures, systems, and practices are fit for purpose and able to del iverconsistent and continuous benefits. This programme is aimed at participants thatwould benefit from implementing quality management principles within theirorganization with an aim to improve the working practices of the business andconsequently its success.
Programme FeeThis is a 2-day online programme and the programme fee is INR 11,328/-(inclusive of 18% GST) per person. The fee should be paid in advance throughNEFT/RTGS.
Delivery in Virtual ModeThe sessions will be scheduled on an online platform. Participants are requiredto have access to a personal computer/laptop with stable internet connectionand a webcam to access the sessions.

Deadline for Confirmation of Participation: August 31, 2021


